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ABSTRACT

Arabic script character recognition is challenging task due to complexity of the script and huge number
of ligatures.  We present a method for the development of multilingual Arabic script OCR (Optical
Character Recognition) and lexicon reduction for Arabic Script and its derivative languages. The objective
of the proposed method is to overcome the large dataset Urdu and similar scripts by using GCT (Ghost
Character Theory) concept. Arabic and its sibling script languages share the similar character dataset
i.e. the character set are difference in diacritic and writing styles like Naskh or Nasta’liq. Based on the
proposed method, the lexicon for Arabic and Arabic script based languages can be minimized
approximately up to 20 times. The proposed multilingual Arabic script OCR approach have been
evaluated for online Arabic and its derivative language like Urdu using BPNN. The result showed that
proposed method helps to not only the reduction of lexicon but also helps to develop the Multilanguage
character recognition system for Arabic Script.

Key Words: Urdu Optical Character Recognition, Multilingual Optical Character Recognition, Naskh,
Nasta’liq.
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1. INTRODUCTION

OCR is extensive and exhaustive research filed
of pattern recognition and machine vision since
early days of computer.  The character

recognition system has attained its maturity level for Latin
and East Asian scripts and today, there are several OCR
systems for different languages are available with accuracy
reporting to 100%. But, on the other hand, researchers are
struggling for the development of Arabic and other
languages following Arabic script [1,2]. The character
recognition for Arabic cursive script based languages is
an open and active research problem. Arabic script based

character recognition system is highly demanding task for
document editing, sign board reading, license plate reading
and mail sorting etc.

Arabic and its derivatives languages like Arabic, Punjabi,

Pushtu, Sindhi, Persian, Kurdish, Jawi, and Urdu are more
complex than Latin scripts [10]. The complexity of this

script comes from their inherent morphology, such as

context sensitive shape, cursiveness, and overlapping of
word parts. In 1975 [4], the first work on Arabic character

recognition was published while the efforts in field of
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character recognition system development for Arabic
language were started in 1970 [5]. Finally, the Arabic OCR
was developed in 1990s [6]. On other hand, Urdu language
is also derivative language of Arabic but following the
Nata’liq writing style. The first work for Urdu script was
published in 2000s. The literature shows that even though
Arabic script character recognition research is ongoing
since 2 decades but still the character recognition system
has not attained reasonable recognition rate as compare
to the Latin script and East Asian languages [6].

Recent development for Arabic and its derivative
languages shows that the accuracy of OCR system is
affected by the language complexity as well as huge
number of ligatures [7,11,13]. In this work, we analyze and
compare the character set of Arabic script and its
derivatives languages and present multilingual OCR
concept as well as method for lexicon reduction method
for Urdu script based language character recognition
system.

2. ARABIC SCRIPT BASED LANGUAGES

Historically, Arabic script was written without diacritics
marks. The basic character set shapes were 19 at early
age. Later on in the 7th century, the diacritical marks (Hamza,
dots, tota etc.) were added to the script by Iraqi governor
Hajaj Bin Yousif for non-native readers. The philosophy
behind the addition of new diacritical marks with base
shape, is the similarity of sounds(in spoken) of base/
primary characters having same shape i.e. the first invented
character carry single dot (..), second character having
similar sound will carry two dots (◌۬)and likewise third and
fourth characters with three dots and four dots for speaking
the more similar sounds phonemes. In Urdu language, the
concept of four dots were converted to horizontal line
which were finally adapted into “Tota” (◌ؕ ).

Associated with the Islamic movement, the Arabic character
set was spread to several countries and become the writing

script for other languages which do not belong to the
Semitic. Some of the languages borrowed all the Arabic
character set such as Persian, Urdu, Sindhi, and Pashto
where as some languages borrowed few characters such
as Kurdish Sorani.

This new development require new letters, to represent a

different sounds that were absent in Arabic scripts. As a

consequence, several new shapes were invented in other
derivative languages to represent new sounds, instead of

borrowing from other scripts. The character set of Urdu,

Arabic, Persian, Pashtu, Jawi and Sindhi are 38, 28, 32, 45,
33 and 52, respectively. The detail of character set is

presented in Table 1. Arabicis mother but the subset of all

its derivative languages. The new addition of characters
in Arabic character set to deal other languages is shown

in red color in Table 1.

As the Arabic and its derivatives languages share the
same writing script shape, thus the basic glyph is exactly
same as of Arabic. The character differ with different number
of diacritical marks and their positions [1]. Additionally,
there are also some other small marks known as uncommon
diacritic for showing short vowels but these small marks
are not using often.

The Arabic script is cursive script and written from right

to left while the numerals are written from left to right.

Arabic and its derivative languages follow several scripts
such as Nasta’liq, Nori Nasta’liq Naskh, Diwani, Kufi,

Ta’liq, Thuluth and Riq’a etc. Naskh and Nasta’liq are two

commonly followed writing styles by most of Arabic script
based languages [1,10,11] as shown in Fig. 1(a-b).

Arabic script is a cursive script. Arabic script based

languages use joiner and non-joiner property. Due to this
property and cursivenes, the characters join with its

preceding or/and proceeding character on a horizontal

baseline whereas the characters are not joined with each
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other on occurrence of non-joiner letters [7,12]. In case of
Naskh writing style, the character shapes may be up to
four for each character. The shape of the character depends
upon the character position in the ligature (i.e. initial,
middle, final and isolated form as shown in Fig. 2(a)) and
Table 2. The number of shapes of each character in alphabet
set is not 4in Nasta’liq writing style. The initial shape of
character “bay” (ب ) depends upon the association of
characters on following characters as shown in Fig. 2(b).
Singh [11] reported 26000 unique shapes/ligatures for Urdu

Nasta’liq writing style.

Even though the huge similarity (almost same character
set), the recent development for Arabic and its derivative
languages shows that the researchers are focusing on the

TABLE 1. SETS OF ALPHABETS OF ARABIC SCRIPT BASED LANGUAGES LIKE SINDHI, PASHTU, URDU, JAWI,
FARSI AND ARABIC

(a) NASTA’LIQ

(b) NASKH

FIG. 1. AN EXAMPLE OF SENTENCE
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development of language based OCR rather than
multilingual character recognition for Arabic scripts based
languages. Based on the similarity of this script, the
research community needs to be enthusiastic for the
development of multilingual character recognition system.

3. LEXICON REDUCTION

Even though there is a huge similarity between Arabic
script based languages, no effort has been done for the
development of Multilanguage character recognition
system. As we discussed above, Arabic script based
languages share the almost same character set.  Moreover,
these languages are rich in diacritical marks and same basic
shape may represent many ligature/words with different
diacritical marks.

3.1 Theory of Ghost Character

GCT (Ghost-Character-Atomization Combination Theory)
also call theory of ghost character is mainly the re-
assembling of characters such as the basic glyph and
diacritical marks. GCT provided a way toward the
development of multilingual character recognition and
multi-language machine translation system in future. This
theory’s proponent [8] states:

“There are some problems in Urdu ASCI code plate, when
I analyzed that some symbols and all the language of
Pakistan is possible from one plate and one font. Then I
proposed the idea of Ghost Character” [8-9].

According to the GCT approach, Arabic and its derivatives
languages can be represented with only 22 glyph and 22
diacritical marks as shown in Fig. 3 [9].

3.2 Ghost Theory Based Character
Recognition

Most of the prior character recognition systems are
language specific. Even though, there is no multilingual
OCR available, while there is very high similarity between
Arabic script languages. According to Ghost character
theory, the glyphs (ghost character) are exactly same for
all Arabic script based languages as shown in Table 1.
The main characters are different only due to placement
and number of diacritical marks. Multilingual character
recognition system can easily be realized by exploiting
techniques of preprocessing and post processing. This
system can be possible to follow the theory of ghost
character theory. The character recognition system based
on ghost character theory divides into following steps:

(i) Separation of dots and diacritical marks from the
main word or ligature. Now there are two set of

yoT/azmaH/stoDforebmuN srotcarahCforebmuN

toDenO

udrU,yalaM,naisreP,cibarA-01

yalaM-11

ihdniS,uthsaP-21

stoDowT

naisreP,udrU-2

yalaM,cibarA-3

ihdniS-01

uthsaP-6

stoDeerhT

cibarA-2

yalaM,uthsaP,ihdniS-6

naisreP,udrU-5

stoDruoF ihdniS-6

yoT udrU-3

TABLE 2. DETAIL OF DIACRITICAL MARKS IN ARABIC
SCRIPT BASED LANGUAGES

(a) NASKH WRITING STYLE

(b) NASTA’LIQ WRITING STYLE

FIG. 2. DIFFERENT SHAPES OF “BAY”

FIG. 3. GHOST CHARACTER SET
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characters like main words and diacritics. The
main word now composes of only ghost
characters (khaalikaashti) without diacritical
marks and dots.

(ii) A classifier trains and recognizes the separated
basic word.

(iii) A classifier trains and recognize the diacritical
marks and dots associated with the recognized
word.

(iv) The language specific ligature formation
dictionary will use for mapping the diacritical
marks to the recognized ghost character.

(v) Finally, formation of word/ligature using language
specific rules.

Ghost character is an important theory which not only
supportive in the multilingual OCR development but it
also reduces the size of lexicon. Therefore, the efforts are
needed to focus on more than one language, independent
of script such as commonly used Naskh and Nasta’liq.
The lexicon specific to each language can be used to form
words or ligatures. The proposed process of separation
of words from dots and diacritics and then mapping of
dots and diacritics with the recognized words are shown
in Table 3. The preprocessing, segmentation and
classification perform specific to Naskh and Nasta’liq. The
Fig. 4 depicted graphically a multilingual character
recognition system.

3.3 Lexicon Reduction and Multilingual
OCR

We can now conclude from the differences of these
languages from application of multilingual character
recognition system application based GCT and come to
the point of writing script Naskh and Nastaliq rather than
languages. Although Urdu, Arabic, Pushtu, Sindhi and

Jawi languages have their own character set. These set
has different characters but the basic shape/glyph are
same in these languages. Some of the languages contain
extra glyph due to new phonemes/sounds such as “Pay,

Chay, Zhay and Gaaf” (گ، ژ، ڑ، چ، پ ) in Urdu, Ki, Zi

and Gi (ښ , ځ , ږ ) etc. in Pushto. Thus, Pashto alphabet
set can be considered = as a superset of all Arabic script
based languages.

We are taking example for representation of the total
number of ligatures from the combination of basic shape
of “Bay” and “Ray”. Urdu has 20 possible combination of
“Bay” and “Ray”, like wise Arabic and Jawi have 10,

Documents

Lexicon Reduction

(Ghost Character)

Naskh Specific Approach

 

Nasta’liq Specific Approach

Ligature Formation  

Diacritics Mapping

Word Morphology

FIG. 4. THE WORKING FLOW OF PROPOSEDSYSTEM

TABLE 3. SEPARATION AND MAING OF BASE
CHARACTERS AND DOTS/DIACTICS
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respectively, Persian has 15 combination, Sindhi has 27
and Pashtu has 25 possible combination of ligatures. So,
total of the ligatures for all languages are 107 which are
shown in Table 4.

According to GCT, only one ligature/word without dots
or diacritical marks is enough to represent 107 ligatures
for all languages.

For development of Multilanguage OCR, we should focus
on learning and recognition of basic glyphs/shapes written
in Naskh or Nasta’liq.After recognition of basic ligature,
the diacritical marks can be mapped with recognized word
after classification. The diacritical marks mapping is
dependent on the properties of languages. Each language
has its own dictionary and mapping rule. Thus the ligature
formation is fully based on the selected language. As all
Arabic script based languages have their own rules,
properties, and word but the basic shapes of the word
without diacritics remain the same (Nasta’liq or Naskh).
The basic shapes recognition is independent of linguistic
rules and dictionary etc. but it is only dependent on
Nasta’liq or Naskh writing styles. A language model is
necessary for formation of word/ligature from the
recognized word and diacritical marks. The dictionary of

TABLE 4. SIMILARITY ONE BASE LIGATURE IN DIFFERENT LANGUAGES

each language (Urdu, Arabic, Persian, Punjabi, Pashto,
Sindhi) is used for multilingual recognition system, as
shown in Fig. 5.

For validation of proposed ghost character recognition
method, we have segmented the diacritical marks and
base ligatures for online Arabic and its derivative
languages character recognition. The diacritical marks
and ghost character were trained and classified
separately. For segmentation purpose, we have
considered the stroke as secondary stroke if it is smaller
than threshold T. We have trained three different

 Language 

20

10

10

15

27

25

Possible
Number of 
Ligatures

Ligatures from Bay and Ray

Urdu

Arabic

Jawi

Persian

Sindhi

Pashtu
ه ه ههه ه ههه ه

FIG. 5. DIACRITICAL MARKS AND BASED CHARACTER
MAPING
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classifiers (i.e. Classifier-I for diacritical marks, Classifier-
II and Classifier-III for base glyph written in both Nasta’liq
and Naskh writing style respectively). Classifier-1 is
trained for diacritical marks whereas the Classifier-II and
Classifier-III are trained on ghost ligatures written in
Nasta’liq and Naskh writing style respectively. For
evaluation purpose, we have trained classifier to six
commonly used diacritical marks (one dot, two dots, three
dots, hamza, toy, hey). The position of each diacritical is
estimated base on the nearest character point at the time
of segmentation so that it can be used mapping of
diacritical marks on the ghost ligatures. Classifier-II and
Classifier-III are trained on ghost ligatures and we have
trained all basic characters shown in table 1 and few
ligatures. For the mapping purpose, we have used
grammatical rules with triples (position, ghost ligature,
diacritical marks)in order to model the mapping of
diacritical marks. The experiment on small dataset showed
that Multilanguage character recognition system can be
developed by using the concept of ghost character
theory and focusing on the script rather than language.
The accuracy of the proposed Multilanguage system
depends upon the segmentation and mapping of
diacritical marks and can be increased by adding language
rules and character based recognition system.

Classifier-1 network consist of six input units (stroke size,
stroke length, loops, start_shape, end_shap, diagonal)
and 6 output neurons and 10 hidden neurons and learning
rate .5F. Classifier-II and Classifier-III consist of 26 inputs,
166 hidden and 50 output neurons for both Nasta’liq and
Naskh respectively. For the classification of ghost
characters, we have used the same features extracted in
[11]. We have set the learning rate to 0.5F for ghost
character.

4. CONCLUSION

We discussed the script based approach rather than
language dependent approach. By considering the script

based approach, the future Arabic script based character
recognition will be focused for Multilanguage Arabic
character recognition written in Nasta’liq and Naskh
writing style rather than making effort for standalone
OCR for each language. We have evaluated the proposed
multilingual Arabic script OCR approach for online Arabic
and its derivative script using BPNN. The considering of
the writing script rather than languages using ghost
character theory, the result showed that proposed
method not only helps in the reduction of lexicon but it
also helps in the multilingual character recognition system
development for Arabic Script based. Due to proposed
approach, the lexicon can be reduced to at least 20%.
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